
Will we choose to come 
together in ways we cannot yet 
imagine?

If we were to give our all, a 
radical rewiring could 
potentially take place among 
us, not as I but as WE…



What work do we need to do to 
BECOME dear neighbors for 
those we encounter? 



We must engage together, faithfully in 
the process of our own ongoing 
conversation and transformation. 
We must ‘live the contradictions at the
heart of reality in full awareness of their
contradictoriness’ … 



We must be willing to suffer our own 
brokenness and hold the brokenness of 
the world from a place of deep humility 
and we must do this together if we are 
to love ourselves and our world into a 
new way of being…



We must make love the container and 
the litmus test for all we do. we were 
made for these times and we are, with 
the grace of God and one another able 
for the task.

— Marie McCarthy



probe the inspiration in the Primitive 
Documents written by Father Médaille
…in order to discover [wisdom] for 
today’s challenges. 



When we read and pray with spiritual 
classics, we consider how that text 
responded to the milieu in which it was 
written and how the tradition 
ensures…in our situation and 
location…we ask ourselves what the 
text means for us…what the text needs 
from us…in our contemporary situation



How do our current Constitutions 
transcend time and place and enable 
an experience of/encounter with God 
and neighbor?

How do they critique us in our living as 
we critique them in our reading?

How do our Constitutions interrogate 
our living?



What resonates with you?

What inspires you?

What do these passages call you to now, at this 
point in your life?

How has your understanding of these 
constitution changed over time?

Are there pieces/passages that require new 
thought, insights or understanding based on our 
current world and congregational realities?



These Constitutions are not to be a burden, nor 
do the pretend to be a complete reflection of our 
lives, since we are the living documents 
reflecting the dying and rising of Jesus Christ, 
both individually and as a body.

As women of the church, we discover in the 
gospel message and in these Constitutions how 
great is the love which we are called and how 
deep the responsibility which we freely take 
upon ourselves as Sisters of Saint Joseph to 
observe these Constitutions.



What We are Proposing…

• Each month from November through May, we will invite a 

focus on different sections of the Constitutions.
• We will provide a prayer and use questions to focus 

discussion.
• There are multiple ways you may choose to gather:
• As a local community
• In a small group with whom you already gather
• In a new group you call together
• In a monthly gathering that we will arrange



Look for more details in the 
October 20th mailing..


